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This year, over 25,000 pieces of work passed through 
D&AD's doors to be judged by over 260 esteemed cre-
atives from across the world. 718 pieces of work were 
chosen to receive D&AD Pencils, with winning projects 
showcased in our archive, Annual publication, and exhi-
bition. But more importantly, the work offers a snapshot 
of the world we live in. It shines a light on the issues 
we face and the stories we are told. It offers insight and 
inspiration for the creative paths we next take. 

To make sense of this, we worked together with strate-
gic insight consultancy Flamingo and their Futures and 
Semiotics teams, to understand the changing definition 
of creative excellence. We brought together findings 
from panel discussions and points raised by speakers 
at D&AD Festival 2019, alongside Flamingo Futures’ in-
house expertise, to carry out an in-depth cultural analy-
sis. This allowed us to delve into the patterns occurring 
across categories and uncover four key themes that put 
today’s awarded work in context, and point the way for 
the future of creativity.
 
We hope this report inspires people across the creative 
industry to continue creating work that makes a lasting 
contribution to society, whilst being mindful of the future.
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CONTEXT

THE DESIGN OF THIS REPORT 
IS INSPIRED BY EMERGING 

TECHNOLOGIES AND PROCESSES.  
 

SPREADS, LAYOUTS AND GRAPHICS 
HAVE BEEN CREATED THROUGH A 

VARIETY OF AUTOMATED AND HAND-
RENDERED PROCESSES. THESE 
INCLUDE: BATCH PROCESSING, 

DATABENDING, AND SEGMENTATION. 

DESIGN BY KIND STUDIO

CHALLENGING VISUAL BIAS

REDEFINING REPRESENTATION

NEW VALUES OF CREATIVITY

https://www.kindstudio.co.uk/


With so many creative tools now available to so many of us, the 
path to having an original idea feels harder to find. It’s not a new 
discussion of course, but the overwhelming repetition of ideas and 
imagery seen online can hold us back. Perhaps it should instead 
be seen as a challenge. After all, the best creativity takes on the 
familiar and plays it back to us in original and innovative ways.

This theme is compounded further by the mass of information now 
at our disposal. The phones in our pockets and technology embed-
ded around us generate an exponential increase in the quantity of 
data – with 90 percent of the world’s information generated in the 
last two years alone.

It’s a staggering statistic. How do we sift through it all to find 
meaning? Many organisations have become reliant on machine 
learning to process it, but the result is big data’s ownership of our 
every preference, propensity and spending pattern. The thirst for 
knowledge is a distinct human trait – but can too much of it cloud 
our judgement and creativity?

“Attention retention for the practice of selling things to people is 
all based on data that is not honest. To me it doesn’t make any 
sense. Your algorithm has got no moral compass. And to me, that 
kind of two dimensionalism that goes from selfie through to how 
Facebook’s business model works: it’s all the same thing... And 
also you’re creating echo chambers.” Rankin, Photographer, speak-
ing to Debbie Millman (D&AD Festival 2019)

R + O

REPETITION AND ORIGINALITY LOOKS AT THE 
CYCLE OF HOMOGENEOUS NARRATIVES IN 
CULTURE. IT QUESTIONS HOW MULTIPLES OF 
INFORMATION AND IMAGERY CAN BE CON-

SIDERED CREATIVELY.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/05/21/how-much-data-do-we-create-every-day-the-mind-blowing-stats-everyone-should-read/


FEWER THAN HALF OF GLOBAL CITIZENS EXPRESS AT LEAST SOME 
DEGREE OF CONFIDENCE THAT ANY OF THE ALGORITHMS THEY ARE 

USING ARE UNBIASED, IN ANY CONTEXT – IPSOS 2019
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Some have tried to use AI and machine learning directly to 
answer a brief, but it’s not yet without its flaws. In June 2019, 
Adidas launched a new Arsenal kit with #DareToCreate, al-
lowing Twitter users to generate personalised kit with their 
handle on the back, and filtering out anything abusive using 
Twitter’s machine learning. This didn’t go to plan, and the 
result was a slew of digital shirts referencing anything from 
missing children to racist slurs.

Some negative results pass with little lasting impact, but oth-
ers create something far more toxic. Consider 2019’s chill-
ing exposé of Cambridge Analytica in The Great Hack, which 
shed light on the true result of these echo chambers. Or tech 
advancements such as Zao, a face-swapping app that can 
convincingly exchange your face for that of a celebrity.
     This debate now transcends originality – it encompasses 
the balance of power, privacy and access to information.

In an increasingly uncertain time, consumers seek clarity, 
certainty, and control.

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/jul/02/adidas-under-fire-racist-offensive-tweets-arsenal-new-shirt-launch?CMP=fb_gu&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR3Pt0gFZ2yqpLcKNRxp9S6qQkP5DTQGSwFDs_JXA5GKo2GHmu3PzUAnlFo#Echobox=1562058329
https://www.forbes.com/sites/zakdoffman/2019/09/02/chinese-best-ever-deepfake-app-zao-sparks-huge-faceapp-like-privacy-storm/


It’s on social media where we find the 
repetition and formulaic content. A lack 
of originality is splashed across Insta-
gram, Behance, Pinterest, WeChat, TikTok 
amongst others. Here we find imagery and 
the written word on repeat. Channels such 
as ‘Insta Repeat’ offer us a questioning 
respite. With such repetition comes the 
risk of being ignored altogether.

2

While AI hasn’t yet taken swathes of our jobs, 
the impact of machine learning is felt in other 
ways. Social media algorithms have had a knock-
on impact on creative output. With so much of 
the globe connected through platforms that now 
control much of advertising spend – many cre-
atives are finding their work buried away in a 
mass of messages, hidden in code.
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IN 2019, WORLDWIDE DIGITAL AD SPENDING 
WILL RISE BY 17.6% TO $333.25 BILLION. 
THAT MEANS THAT, FOR THE FIRST TIME, DIG-
ITAL WILL ACCOUNT FOR ROUGHLY HALF OF 
THE GLOBAL AD MARKET. EMARKETER, 2019

ON AVERAGE PEOPLE HAVE 8.9 SOCIAL ACCOUNTS ACROSS ALL 
THE PLATFORMS, AND THEY IGNORE OVER SEVEN MOBILE ADS 
A DAY, EQUATING TO 20 MILLION ADS BEING IGNORED EVERY 
HOUR OR 5,5000 EVERY SECOND.

SOCIAL
ACCOUNTS 

8.9

20,000,000

7

5,5000

IGNORED 
ADVERTS P/D

ADS IGNORED 
P/S

ADS IGNORED 
P/H

But in 2019 we’ve started to see AI seep into the 
creative industries in a more successful way, often as 
a tool to optimise processes, from transcription and 
managing workflows, to more creative roles such as 
writing copy and editing trailers.

“[AI is] almost as if you have another creative partner… 
Rather than just sitting with two of you across the room 
or with your team we can actually give a whole set of 
data and we can write a brief and we can experiment 
and explore and see where we end up. We just won’t 
know. It’s just like another idea generator, but using it 
in a very intelligent way”.

ALEX NEWLAND, MANAGING DIRECTOR AT VISUAL VOICE

@INSTA_REPEAT VIEW SOURCE

https://www.instagram.com/insta_repeat/?hl=en
https://otter.ai/login
https://amodit.com
https://qz.com/work/1682579/jpmorgan-chase-chooses-ai-copywriter-persado-to-write-ads/amp/
https://www.itsnicethat.com/news/netflix-automates-trailer-creation-editing-film-200819
https://www.instagram.com/insta_repeat/?hl=enhttp://
https://qz.com/work/1682579/jpmorgan-chase-chooses-ai-copywriter-persado-to-write-ads/amp/


While capturing attention and getting cut-
through is nothing new, brands have turned 
to new methods–such as influencers–to try 
and inject some personality, individuality 
and originality into campaigns. But in 2019 
this authenticity is being called into account 
– a case highlighted by the Nashville influ-
encer Tiffany Marshall, who posted a photo-
graphs of a motorbike accident which many 
said looked staged and sparked debate ex-
tending beyond the initial incident about the 
originality and trustworthiness of imagery 
used by influencers.

‘We see repetition because, while we’re in a creative 
industry, we’re also in the risk industry where at 
the same time we need to also be accountable 
for the product, and that the work we produce 
actually works. But that’s why sometimes we tend 
to lean towards mechanics and formats that we 
know have already performed well. 

But there's a lot of interesting and cool things 
about this because, in a vague way, we all stand 
on each other's shoulders. While it’s an unwritten 
rule that you can’t copy anything, we often see 
the mechanic recycled. If there are great ideas 
in other parts of the world, and if it's a piece of 
work works in a local market, why shouldn't it be a 
powerful, and emotion tool in other markets?’ 

MORTEN GRUBAK, EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR AT VICE

Brands are spending an estimated $2.02bn 
(£1.58bn) a year on influencer marketing cam-
paigns. But is this money wasted? Just 25% 
of consumers would consider buying a prod-
uct that had been recommended by a celebri-
ty with more than one million followers, while 
50% would be ‘likely’ or ‘very likely’ to pur-
chase an item if it was promoted by someone 
with a smaller following who was considered a 
specialist in that area.

So, while social media’s repetitive style may 
be familiar and to some even comforting, fit-
ting the mould only highlights the need for 
originality against repetition. 
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-49450655
https://www.marketingweek.com/online-shopping-influencer-marketing-footfall-5-killer-stats-to-start-your-week/
https://www.marketingweek.com/online-shopping-influencer-marketing-footfall-5-killer-stats-to-start-your-week/


BIHOR COUTURE

Romanian magazine Beau Monde took a stand 
against cultural appropriation with its new brand 
Bihor Couture – which was launched after Dior al-
legedly copied a jacket made by local craftsmen in 
Romania, and sold it for €30k. Bihor Couture cred-
its its original designers, and returns money to the 
communities making the fashion pieces, helping to 
preserve traditional crafts. The brand was launched 
with a content series poking fun at Dior’s efforts, a 
series of print ads, and an invite to some well-known 
names to come and visit Bihor County in Romania. 

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: MCCANN BUCHAREST
CLIENT: BEAU MONDE
COUNTRY: ROMANIA

BLINK

J Walter Thompson India + Amsterdam stitched to-
gether over 2,000 photographs to create a series of 
cinemagraphs that celebrate the courage of the last 
few indigenous tribes still standing – in spite of an 
endangered future. The film captures the spiritual 
similarity and cultural diversity of 36 isolated tribes, 
documented over the past 30 years by photogra-
pher Jimmy Nelson. The title of the piece, Blink, re-
flects these disappearing cultures which are being 
rapidly erased as trees and habitats are destroyed 
in the quest for human progress.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: J. WALTER THOMPSON INDIA + AMSTERDAM
CLIENT: JIMMY NELSON FOUNDATION
COUNTRY: INDIA

I'M A HERO

In Medellín, Colombia, issues of poverty and 
inequality threaten to bar opportunities for 
children living in the city’s slums. To help give 
them the strength to rise above their circum-
stances, Yamaha invented a resilient new 
instrument that could survive a run-down 
environment and spent six months teaching 
the children how to play it. Not only did this 
boost their ability to think and act confidently, 
these same children went on to perform the 
national anthem at a major football match.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: AID-DCC
CLIENT: YAMAHA CORPORATION
COUNTRY: JAPAN

Finding a source of inspiration and content 
beyond the expected was the first step to 
creating compelling, original ideas that are 
about to buck the repetition trend. What all 
these examples have in common is the per- 
spective they offer – allowing the subjects 
to present their own stories, themselves. 
This is immediately evident in Bihor Cou-
ture–the label launched by magazine Beau 
Monde to call out tokenism in Dior and give 
a voice to the original creators.

UNCOVER AND EXPLORE UNKNOWN SUBJECTS

https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/direct/231585/bihor-couture/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/editing/230035/blink/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/branding/230917/im-a-hero-program/


We’ve seen a group of examples that fit the tem-
plate but at the same time break the mould. Pro-
viding a new perspective on something familiar 
can bring originality to repetition.

However, this doesn’t necessarily mean starting 
from scratch, and we’ve seen it successfully ex-
ecuted through artful and intelligent juxtaposi-
tion. This is either by seeing familiar images and 
stories through a different lens, making a bold 
point by using repetition in a fearless or humor-
ous way, or by reframing and repeating to create 
a whole new meaning – both online and offline.

KEEP LIVING CORAL

By piggybacking on Pantone’s 2019 Color of the 
Year, Living Coral, White Rabbit Budapest and WWF 
Hungary raised awareness of the disappearing coral 
reefs of the world – 50% of which have been lost 
already. The campaign recreated Pantone’s own Liv-
ing Coral visuals, but using rubbish taken from the 
seas. The campaign was an online phenomenon 
reaching 12.8m people in total and gaining cover-
age in key news portals and magazines.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: WHITE RABBIT BUDAPEST
CLIENT: WWF HUNGARY
COUNTRY: HUNGARY

WWF

To challenge a lack of concern about environmental 
issues and a low level of donations, WWF Japan 
created a series of selfies with a difference. The 
campaign features turtles, polar bears and pen-
guins all snapping pics of themselves in polluted 
or shrinking environments, in an effort to appeal 
to people’s good will. Each pic was tagged 
#ANIMAL_SELFIE and uploaded on Instagram, to 
encourage direct donations to WWF Japan. 

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: CHERRY
CLIENT: WWF JAPAN
COUNTRY: JAPAN

REFRAME AND CHANGE FAMILIAR NARRATIVES

https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/photography/231350/keeplivingcoral/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/press-outdoor/230407/animal_selfie/


GO BACK TO AFRICA

Travel and lifestyle company Black & Abroad’s Go 
Back To Africa tourism campaign took online hate 
speech and turned it into an opportunity to ex-
plore the beauty and diversity of the continent. 
Negative Twitter posts are shown against images 
of locations across Africa, dispelling stereotypes 
and going beyond traditional tourism campaigns. 
Go Back To Africa took place across social media, 
as well as digital out of home ads, borrowing us-
er-generated photos to bring the campaign to life.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: FCB/SIX
CLIENT: BLACK & ABROAD
COUNTRY: CANADA

100 FACES OF TAI KWUN

Designed by ADO, 100 Faces of Tai Kwun is an exhi-
bition that explores the history, people and relation-
ships surrounding Hong Kong’s Central Police Sta-
tion Compound. Designed to replicate the layout of 
Central, the wireframe structures takes visitors on a 
journey through mini "tong laus"–tenement blocks–
and brings them closer to the stories they read.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: ADO
CLIENT: THE JOCKEY CLUB CPS
COUNTRY: HONG KONG

https://www.dandad.org/awards/impact/2019/impact/422/go-back-to-africa/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/spatial-design/231091/100-faces-of-tai-kwun/


The campaigns that truly resonate do so without giving 
everything away. They don’t show the full picture, but in-
stead leave it up to the viewer to decide. This allows and 
encourages people to form their own opinions and judg-
ments on what they have seen. 

By offering an active audience the freedom to interpret 
and participate they perfect the art of provocative think-
ing. They don’t seek to create a knee-jerk reaction but in-
stead raise questions and don’t spoon-feed the answers. 
It’s about how to think, not what to think.

ONE ART

Religious differences remain at the heart of many 
conflicts around the world. The Interreligious Coun-
cil in Bosnia and Herzegovina wanted to tackle this 
prejudice and raise awareness of the importance of 
inter-religious dialogue. VML&R Dubai designed post-
ers inspired by the art forms of both Christianity and 
Islam, to prove there’s more that unites us than sets 
us apart. The campaign received 53 million impres-
sions, reached 96% of the population and catalysed 
the first common prayer held by a union of its faith 
leaders since the end of the Bosnian War.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: VMLY&R DUBAI
CLIENT: INTERRELIGIOUS COUNCIL OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
COUNTRY: UAE

ALLOW OTHERS TO INTERPRET AND 
ADD THEIR OWN OPINIONS

BILLIE JEAN KING, YOUR SHOES

In 1973, Billie Jean King played the most important tennis 
match ever: The Battle of the Sexes. That day, she changed 
the male-dominated tennis establishment while wearing a 
pair of blue Adidas shoes. But instead of re-releasing the 
shoe, Adidas showed how, with the help of some blue spray- 
paint, any shoe can be transformed into a pair of BJKs, The 
brand then invited everyone to BJK their shoes, regardless 
of the label they wear. This made a rare example of a brand 
using other brands to launch a shoe.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: TBWA\CHIAT\DAY
CLIENT: ADIDAS
COUNTRY: UNITED STATES

PROJECT 84

Suicide is the biggest killer of men under the 
age of 45 in the UK, but despite this it remains 
a stigmatised, silent killer which is under-ac-
knowledged by society. To represent the 84 men 
that take their own lives every week, an installa-
tion of 84 figures was set atop ITV’s South Bank 
tower – adam&eveDDB designed a visual iden-
tity and logo that reinforced the message and 
alerted the public to the idea while remaining 
sympathetic to the subject.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: ADAM&EVEDDB
CLIENT: CALM
COUNTRY: UNITED KINGDOM

https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/creativity-for-good/230110/one-art/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/experiential/231603/billie-jean-king-your-shoes/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/experiential/230238/project-84/


It’s all too easy to fit into the formulated, templated feed 
and remain comfortably in the echo chamber. To break 
through, take the opportunity to re-examine the contribu-
tion you make to the conversation – both past and present.

Are there times you’ve fallen into the repetitive cycle? Can 
you break through with originality? Or is there more you 
can do to right the wrongs of a repetitive past? This takes 
bravery and an open attitude of acceptance, but look back 
before looking forward and use this internal view to create 
an external investigation.

Both the New York Times and National Geographic have 
done this to great success, acknowledging their own 
wrongdoings in the past, re-evaluating their history and 
processes, and creating a new pattern for the future.

SPEAKING AT CREATIVE REVIEW AND D&AD 
'EXPLORING FEAR' EVENT IN 2019

“Work with your clients to find their voice. 
So they can speak about almost anything. 
It is a magical place to be. Suddenly you 
have a genuine way to respond, interject 
or be part of a conversation, as long as it’s 
true to your personality people will love 
you for it. It’s not easy to get to that place, 
but it’s amazing when you are there.”

HERMETI BALARIN, EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR AT MOTHER

“Everybody has a voice now, and you can’t temper to 
all of them, so you have to just own yours.”

LILY FLETCHER, STRATEGY DIRECTOR AT ACCEPT & PROCEED
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https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/obituaries/overlooked.html?mtrref=undefined&gwh=566D53B44247D6E0BEBD510A911C3C88&gwt=pay
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2018/04/from-the-editor-race-racism-history/


RR

In our ever-changing society, we find people are 
less likely to be defined by their demograph- 
ic categories – income, gender, age or marital 
status. At the same time, there’s been a shift 
to older-fashioned values, a desire to keep 
things simple, secure and predictable. Either 
way, we’re gradually moving away from a pre-set 
definition about the type of person someone is 
and their likes, dislikes and attitudes.



1

Diversity and inclusivity across the world seem to 
be flourishing but also showing signs of unravel- 
ling. The abrasive rhetoric offered by our political 
leaders has emboldened conflicting values and 
highlighted where we have division and work to do. 
From Brexit to Brazil, the difficulties have come in 
many forms including changes in abortion laws and 
a ban on transgender people serving in the US mil- 
itary. In India, the release of the National Register 
of Citizens has put people’s citizenship in doubt. 
And in Hong Kong, protests continue against the 
laws changing citizens’ rights.

3

There have been slip-ups: 
from the now-infamous Pep-
si campaign to H&M’s widely 
condemned campaign shot 
of a black child in a ‘coolest 
monkey in the jungle’ hoodie.

2

Though it may feel a big step to take, the creative indus-
tries can play a pivotal role in healing these divisions. 
The reach and influence of design, fashion, advertising, 
and marketing play a huge part in establishing socie-
ty’s ‘norms’. We have the power to show what the ‘new 
normal’ is, and could be, in the future. The content we 
see, the platforms we use, and the voices we promote 
all have the power to persuade and change opinion–pop-
ular or otherwise. In recent years we’ve seen this put to 
good use with a surge in campaigns and communica-
tions featuring a truly diverse range of people.

“This stuff doesn’t happen in the course of two 
days and it’s not just two or three people that 
see this thing [as it’s created], so it's not just a 
simple mistake that could slip by. There’s tons of 
people that have to approve things, go to shoots, 
even develop the website and put all this stuff up. 
During that process there are tons of little check 
marks that could have been ‘hey, this is maybe 
a little funky and something’s not right’… Maybe 
look at the make-up of the companies, what’s 
our representation within this organisation and 
do we have the right people in here to make sure 
we’re representing correctly.” 

REY ANDRADE, DEPUTY EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR AT 
72ANDSUNNY, SPEAKING AT D&AD FESTIVAL 2019

"Across the world, young people said they 
felt let down by political leaders. This was 
especially the case in Brazil and Nigeria, 
where three-quarters of respondents 
said they believed politicians didn’t care 
about people like them. This feeling was 
shared by around half of young people 
surveyed across the 15 countries, except 
in Saudi Arabia and India."

IPSOS, 2018

https://twitter.com/hm/status/950680302715899904?lang=en


2 IN 5 TEENAGERS SAID PICTURES 
THEY HAD SEEN ON SOCIAL MEDIA 
HAD MADE THEM WORRY ABOUT 

THEIR BODY

1

2

1 – READ MORE 2 – READ MORE

54% OF CONSUMERS WANT 
TO SEE GREATER VISABILITY 
OF PEOPLE WITH PHYSICAL 
DISABILITIES IN ADVERTIS-

ING, WITH 63% STATING THAT 
DOING SO WOULD HELP TO 
ERADICATE SOCIAL STIGMA 

AROUND DISABILITY.

THESE ARE POSITIVE EXAMPLES, BUT WHEN IT 
COMES TO SHOWING TRUE AND AUTHENTIC REP-

RESENTATIONS OF PEOPLE ONLINE, IT’S CLEAR WE’RE 
NOT QUITE WHERE WE SHOULD AND COULD BE.

But there are still initiatives that get it right, in-
cluding Nike’s plus-size mannequins, Holland & 
Barrett’s Me.No.Pause campaigns that showed 
the real face of women going through the meno-
pause–and Sports Illustrated’s choice of a bur-
kini-wearing model. In India, The Times of India 
provided free adverts in its classified section for 
members of the LGBTQ+ community who want-
ed the opportunity to announce their sexuality. 
The initiative was done in the wake of the de-
criminalisation of homosexuality in 2018, in a 
bid to increase acceptance.

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/may/15/one-in-three-uk-teenagers-ashamed-of-their-body
https://www.umww.co.uk/
https://www.hollandandbarrett.com/the-health-hub/conditions/womens-health/menopause/what-menopause-means-to-me/
https://www.si.com/swim-daily/2019/01/04/halima-aden-si-swimsuit-2019-model-kenya
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/Times-Out-Proud/campaignlanding/69161947.cms


But deeper action is at least being 
undertaken by both the creative 
industries and regulators. August 
saw the first TV advert banned 
under new gender stereotyping 
laws, as campaigns from Volkswa-
gen and Mondelez were removed 
for showing ‘harmful gender ste-
reotypes’. M&C Saatchi created 
Visual Diet, guidelines for the cre-
ative industries to act responsibly 
when generating content, aimed 
at addressing the relationship be-
tween the visuals we consume and 
the impact on our mental health.

As the images and content creat-
ed becomes more varied and pro-
vides a more nourishing visual diet, 
we see awarded work that pushes 
this even further.

61% DO 
NOT FEEL 

REPRESENTED 
BY IMAGES 

OF WOMEN IN 
MEDIA.

ACCORDING TO AARP 73% OF WOMEN 
SAY THEY LIKE ADS THAT FEATURE AND 
CELEBRATE WOMEN OF VARIOUS AGES.

READ MORE

READ MORE

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-49332640
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-49332640
http://www.visualdiet.co.uk
https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/research/surveys_statistics/life-leisure/2018/womens-reflections-beauty-age-media.doi.10.26419-2Fres.00250.001.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/may/15/one-in-three-uk-teenagers-ashamed-of-their-body
https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/research/surveys_statistics/life-leisure/2018/womens-reflections-beauty-age-media.doi.10.26419-2Fres.00250.001.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/may/15/one-in-three-uk-teenagers-ashamed-of-their-body


GENDER NEUTRAL SUBTITLES

Gender Neutral Subtitles is the first marketing and com-
munication activation to use subtitles as a medium. It 
plays on the debate around Spanish language’s use of 
masculine plurals, instead embracing gender neutral 
language in the subtitles for TV series Pose. Trailers and 
social media content focused on how words had been 
used to represent everyone’s identity, sparking conver-
sation throughout Latin America and marking out Pose 
as the first series to change the rules of Spanish. 

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA
CLIENT: POSE
COUNTRY: ARGENTINA

What elements of this are we 
seeing in the awarded work?

IMAGES FOR INCLUSION

VMLY&R and the Special Olympics chal-
lenged sportswear advertising’s reliance 
on well-known athletes with this campaign, 
which raised awareness of less recognis-
able athletes with intellectual disabilities. 
An image library featuring dozens of peo-
ple offers an alternative to famous names 
and faces, while a series of ads aimed at 
major sports brands located near their 
stores, popped up in the streets, calling 
for them to reconsider their approach.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: VMLY&R
CLIENT: SPECIAL OLYMPICS
COUNTRY: UNITED STATES

RIGHT MY NAME

Every day in South Africa, spellcheck tells 
people that their unique African names are 
a mistake, underlining them in red. #right-
myname tackles this discrimination against 
people who don’t have traditional English 
names with a multi-platform campaign that 
inspired the people of South Africa to add 
to a list of African names. It took a few sim-
ple steps to make spellcheck dictionaries 
across the country more inclusive, helping 
to disappear the red line for good. 

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: M&C SAATCHI ABEL
CLIENT: NANDO'S SOUTH AFRICA
COUNTRY: SOUTH AFRICA

CHANGING THE TOOLS WE USE

Progress can only go so far if the tools and 
mediums we use are not diverse, and we’ve 
seen award-winning work that’s prompted 
progress by changing the tools rather than 
just the final output. 

https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/media/230730/gender-neutral-subtitles/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/direct/231538/images-for-inclusion/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/digital-marketing/230702/rightmyname/


REPICTURING HOMELESS

To shift public perceptions of the homeless, and raise 
donations in a meaningful way, Getty Images partnered 
with fiftyfifty – a street magazine sold by the homeless – 
to turn their vendors into stock photo models. Each per-
son was transformed into a popular image search – for 
example ‘architect’ or ‘professor’ to challenge people’s 
perceptions of homeless individuals. All profits from the 
image downloads are donated back to fiftyfifty to help 
purchase apartments and house the homeless.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: HAVAS DÜSSELDORF
CLIENT: GETTY IMAGES
COUNTRY: GERMANY

https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/pr/230301/repicturing-homeless/


TROLLING IS UGLY

Cyberbullying is a huge issue, but not enough people are talking about it. 
The Cybersmile Foundation wanted to address this in a way that would 
empower victims and reduce the influence of online bullies. Working with 
adam&eveDDB, it used social media to raise the issue, manipulating in- 
fluencer Chessie King’s appearance in real time, and in response to real 
negative comments on a live Instagram story, culminating in a shock-
ingly distorted final image. The campaign shows the devastating effect 
that digital abuse can have on young people, proving to the internet that 
‘Trolling is Ugly’, not the victims.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: ADAM&EVEDDB
CLIENT: THE CYBERSMILE FOUNDATION
COUNTRY: UNITED KINGDOM

Authenticity lies at the heart of the representation issue. For a message to cut-
through and have the desired result, it needs to be genuine. But when you’re 
speaking to an audience of thousands or millions this is a delicate balance to 
get right. Creative solutions have successfully navigated this by honing in and fo-
cusing on a micro-audience and the hearts and minds within that need changing.

DIVERSISH

Diversity and inclusion programmes are all the 
rage in the business world, but while 90% of mul-
tinational corporations claim to prioritise diversity, 
only 4% prioritise disability – something that af-
fects 20% of the world’s population. The Valuable 
500 campaign holds global business leaders ac-
countable for disability inclusion, using a satirical 
film to expose the toe-curling reality of selective in-
clusion in the business community. In the ten days 
following the campaign launch, 51 private sector 
companies had signed up to The Valuable 500.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: AMV BBDO
CLIENT: THE VALUABLE 500
COUNTRY: UNITED KINGDOM

THE PEOPLE'S SEAT

The most important decision in our planet’s his-
tory would be made at the UN Climate Change 
Conference, so to give everyone a say on this im-
portant issue, Grey London created The People’s 
Seat. It’s the first seat that doesn’t represent a 
nation or specific interest, but instead the people 
of the world. Sir David Attenborough rallied social 
media users to send their hopes fears and ideas, 
which shaped a landmark speech he delivered to 
the UN. It was heard by over 1.2 billion people. 

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: GREY LONDON
CLIENT: THE UNITED NATIONS
COUNTRY: UNITED KINGDOM

https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/direct/231507/trolling-is-ugly/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/digital-marketing/230752/diversish/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/pr/230333/the-peoples-seat/


“When you’re hiring other creatives 
it’s really easy to get attracted to 
somebody who dresses like you, or 
has similar interests. You just get 
excited… [but] it’s something you have 
to really pause and think about when 
you’re interviewing people. Make it 
about their work and don’t look too 
much into their background. Just 
look at the work that they’ve done 
and what it says to [you].” 

WHEN ONE IN FIVE DESIGNERS IN 
THE UK ARE WOMEN, EVEN THOUGH 
SEVEN OUT OF 10 STUDENTS TAK-
ING DESIGN AT A-LEVEL ARE FEMALE 
(DESIGN MUSEUM, 2018), THERE IS 
CLEARLY MORE THAT CAN BE DONE.

“One way to achieve this: we 
need to make sure we have re-
ally empathetic leaders that hire 
really empathetic managers, so 
that in every single area of the 
organisation there is empathy. 

It’s like something my old boss said to 
me. She said it all comes down to rela-
tionships. People like to be around peo-
ple that make them feel good. So, it’s 
important when building relationships 
to take judgment out of the equation. 
Whatever level you are you have to be 
super non-judgemental and realise that 
people are only speaking from their life 
experiences that they've had and the 
things that they've been exposed to. 
This is all bound up in empathy, but it 
really does create a pathway for really 
lovely meaningful relationships.”

Check that the internal make-up of your organisation 
represents and reflects the world around us, and the au-
dience we’re speaking to, and use that as the basis for 
your campaign – as Glossier did with its ‘Feel Like Gloss-
ier’ campaign focusing on real people from across their 
community, including head office and store employees. 

To achieve this in an agency environment, we spoke to 
Sereena Abbassi, Head of Culture and Inclusion at 
M&C Saatchi.

“I think a lot of agencies have had a bit of a light bulb 
moment, in the sense that they've realised actually they
can't be the sole author for every single person's life 
experience and that it's really, really important for us to
start engaging with the underrepresented within our or-
ganisation if we’re to authentically speak for them. This
is beyond it being something commercially driven or a
being a commercial imperative. Instead, we need to en-
gage with the underrepresented because it's our moral
duty to understand why we have an underrepresentation
of different types of demographics within organisations,
and how does that play out and impact society at large.
What are the systemic challenges that every demograph-
ic face and how can we actively, as an organisation, level
that playing field so that we can really really be truly rep-
resentative of the society in which we live in?”
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SEREENA ABBASSI
HEAD OF CULTURE & INCLUSION

M&C SAATCHI
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REY ANDRADE, DEPUTY EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR 
AT 72ANDSUNNY, SPEAKING AT D&AD FESTIVAL 2019

https://www.itv.com/news/2019-06-18/itvs-head-of-comedy-bans-all-male-comedy-writing-teams/
https://www.glossier.com/feeling-like
https://www.glossier.com/feeling-like


As we continue to connect digitally across the globe, our experiences 
are becoming more than just the content we see. We are evolving our 
online personas, forming relationships, building digital ecosystems 
– and engaging all of our senses along the way. These experiences, 
emotions and connections provide us with meaningful life events 
that often feel as real as ‘real-life’ itself.

GAMES SUCH AS FORTNITE HAVE 
CREATED NEW SOCIAL MEDIA PLAT-
FORMS FED BY A GROWING MASS OF 
2.4 BILLION GAMERS WORLDWIDE. AL-
TERNATIVELY, SOME AUDIENCES PRE-
FER JUST TO WATCH OTHER GAMERS 
MERGE UNIQUE, TYPICALLY OFFLINE, 
EXPERIENCES WITH GAME-PLAY.

The theme goes beyond the booming games industry and has moved 
into our popular culture, where there are virtual celebrities to follow 
and adore. One such figure, Lil Miquela, is now worth $125 million 
thanks to partnerships with the likes of Prada and Giphy. Those 
tuning into the BAFTAS in 2019 saw a virtual personality offering 
style advice and conducting interviews. In Brazil, a fictitious soap 
character is now an Instagram star with 833k followers.



These digital reflections of our human selves 
have unconsciously crept into our day-to- 
day. Alexa and Siri now wake, organise and 
light up our homes; our needs and desires 
now fulfilled by obliging virtual personal 
assistants. According to research firm Ovum, 
by 2021 there will be more voice assistants on 
the planet than there are people – further 
evidence that the concept of real and digital 
relationships are being blurred.

One example of this combination 
comes from The New York Times, 
who in 2018 created interactive 
features that focused on sound. 
In its ‘Voyages’ piece, we don’t 
just see the world, but hear it. The 
effect elevates familiar images, 
creating an experience that tran-
scends conventional travelogues.

As we become more comfortable 
with this merger, so come the cre-
ative opportunities and the desire 
to humanise technology and stim-
ulate all the senses. Our industry 
traditionally focused on the rela-
tionship with text and image now 
has multi-sensorial dimensions. 
It’s no longer about and/or, but a 
combination of all the elements.
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https://ovum.informa.com/resources/product-content/virtual-digital-assistants-to-overtake-world-population-by-2021
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/09/21/magazine/voyages-travel-sounds-from-the-world.html?mtrref=www.google.com
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TRUE SCALE OF THE INDUSTRY

With a focus on smell, Olfactory is a pod-
cast series that discusses one scent each 
episode – describing it in detail and the 
memories associated with it. This is just 
one example of a brand adept at taking a 
medium and transposing it to be experi-
enced through a totally different sense.

https://www.olfaplay.com/en/stories


A further example of ‘sonic branding’ 
was shown at the London Design Festival 
where Bao Bao Voice, an installation by 
Bao Bao Issey Miyake transformed their 
famed geometric bags into musical in-
struments that visitors ‘played‘ to create 
melodies and over 100 different sounds.

In 2019, BMW announced a 
partnership between world-re-
nowned composer Hans Zimmer 
and BMW’s acoustic engineer 
Renzo Vitale to create a series of 
sounds for a new electric car, the 
BMW Vision M Next. They aim to 
bridge the ‘gap in the emotion-
ality of the driving experience’ 
with their BMW IconicSounds 
Electric brand, and you can see 
the concept of the car in the vid-
eo above. In China, sound artist 
Manabu Shimada is working with 
GAC Motor to compose sounds 
for their electric car.

A new layer of purpose is added to this when we consider 
campaigns such as Burger King’s August 2019 advert. Burger 
King launched a sensorial 30-second TV spot in Brazil, where 
Eduardo, a blind man, described his meal through touch ac-
companied by audio descriptions for the visually impaired.

Sound provides an emotional and authentic connection be-
tween customers, products and brands, in a way that visuals 
alone can’t compete with. As such, sonic branding is some-
thing many businesses are investing in by creating bespoke 
sounds for their campaigns, products and activations. While 
not new, we’re seeing it expand into interesting new areas.

https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2017/branding/26045/bao-bao-issey-miyake-chord/


“We’re smashing gaming, theatre and emerging 
technologies together to explore entirely new forms 
of storytelling. The most exciting part of that is pulling 
people closer to the story through interaction and choice. 
Retaining a narrative backbone but playing with that 
reward mechanism where your audience feels a deeper 
connection with something they’ve played a part in creating 
- a story they have authored themselves. It’s this sense 
of discovery combined with physical interaction, sensory 
stimuli, immersive visuals and spatial audio that opens up 
entirely new possibilities to the future storyteller.”

ADAM GRINT, CREATIVE DIRECTOR, EMERGING TECHNOLOGY, THE MILL. 
SPEAKING AS PART OF D&AD'S 'THE APPLICATION OF STORY

"[Virtual Reality] is not just a gaming 
peripheral. It connects humans to 
other humans in a profound way.”

CHRIS MILK, VR FILM DIRECTOR, SPEAKING AT D&AD FESTIVAL 2019

2

Whilst our industry will continue to fo-
cus and celebrate beautiful imagery and 
film, the diversification of the senses of-
fers us all exciting new possibilities.

This heightened experience is 
elevated further through tech-
nologies adding a sensorial 
and emotional layer: VR im-
merses us into unknown real-
ities, haptic technology allows 
us to ‘feel’ virtual things, and 
experiences blend the online 
and offline, engaging all our 
senses along the way.

1



This year featured exciting work that 
took up the challenge to fire our im-
aginations. These experiences went 
beyond glorious visuals, incorporat-
ing sound, smell and even touch, as 
well as utilising unexpected chan-
nels, to show how the senses can 
take centre stage.

DIGITAL ART GARDEN

Opened in Tokyo’s Midtown, the Digital Art Garden revisited Ja-
pan’s traditional approaches to "ryo" – the Japanese notion of 
coolness – to cope with summer heat. The digital art instillation 
combines light, sound and cooling mist to create an immersive 
oasis in the middle of the city. The garden was surrounded by 
an ‘engawa’–matted flooring–for visitors to sit on and keep cool, 
regardless of the outside temperature.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: HAKUTEN
CLIENT: TOKYO MIDTOWN
COUNTRY: JAPAN

EXPANDING TO NEW SENSES

WESTWORLD: THE MAZE

Westworld: The Maze puts players in the shoes of a 
Sweetwater (the hub town of the Westworld story) host. 
Using only voice and audio it immerses them in the 
world of the fictional theme park. By asking questions 
and chatting with characters, fans can explore three 
levels, each inspired by the AI featured in Westworld’s 
narrative. The game offers over two hours of play across 
60 different storylines, and lets players interact with 36 
different voice actors, cast specifically for their roles.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: 360i
CLIENT: HBO
COUNTRY: UNITED STATES

https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/spatial-design/231058/digital-art-garden/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/digital-design/231303/westworld-the-maze/


THE WAR SIREN TEST

Since March 25, 2015, air raids in Yemen have destroyed 
homes, schools and hospitals without warning. But in Switzer-
land, this ongoing conflict is turning into a forgotten war, as 
it increasingly disappears from the public consciousness. To 
combat this, Amnesty International and Jung von Matt/Lim-
mat partnered with Radio 24 to turn Switzerland’s annual si-
ren test into an acoustic experience of war, which was shared 
on the radio as well as via stands at Zurich Main Station. 

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: JUNG VON MATT / LIMMAT
CLIENT: AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
COUNTRY: SWITZERLAND

HIGHWAY GALLERY

Long trips down the highway become a chance to learn about some 
of the Louvre’s masterpieces in this campaign by TBWA\RAAD. The 
Louvre Abu Dhabi Highway Gallery let commuters tune into their ra-
dio to hear 30-second stories about 9-metre high billboards on the 
E11, which were transformed into giant gallery walls for classics 
such as Van Gogh’s 1887 Self Portrait. The campaign featured 10 
major pieces, including some of the museum’s historic artifacts, 
and stretched across 62 miles of highway.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: TBWA\RAAD
CLIENT: LOUVRE ABU DHABI
COUNTRY: UAE

https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/direct/231525/amnesty-international-switzerland-the-war-siren-test/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/radio-audio/230928/highway-gallery/


As the online and offline worlds 
move closer, we saw brilliant ex-
amples of the beneficial impact 
this can have on people and how 
a virtual world can make real life 
improvements – for individuals, 
cities and even countries.

FEEL THE VIEW

Ford’s Feel the View turns car windows into a tactile 
screen for the blind. The device takes pictures of the 
surrounding landscape and translates the outlines of 
mountains and other geographic features into vibrations 
that are transmitted onto the car windows. This haptic 
language is accompanied with a vocal description of 
each feature as it’s touched, enhancing the experience. 

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: GTB ROME
CLIENT: FORD
COUNTRY: ITALY

PROJECT REVOICE

Project Revoice uses a unique deep-learning algorithm to analyse 
the DNA of a person’s voice, and create a complete digital voice 
clone. When integrated with text-to-speech devices, this gives peo-
ple with ALS (Motor Neurone Disease) the ability to speak freely 
and naturally in their own voice, even when they physically can’t. 
The programme launched by recreating the voice of Pat Quinn–ALS 
sufferer and co-founder of the Ice Bucket Challenge–using old inter-
views and speeches as raw material. Going forward, the programme 
has the potential to change the lives’ of ALS patients worldwide.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: BWM DENTSU
CLIENT: THE ALS ASSOCIATION
COUNTRY: AUSTRALIA

SIGNS

SIGNS is a translator that turns German sign 
language into commands for voice assistants in-
cluding Alexa, Google Assistant and Microsoft Cor-
tana. Created by The German Youth Association 
of People with Hearing Loss and MRM//McCann, 
SIGNS recognise sign language using an integrat-
ed camera, converting it into data in real-time and 
communicating this to a voice assistant.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: MRM//MCCANN GERMANY
CLIENT: GERMAN YOUTH ASSOCIATION OF PEOPLE WITH HEARING LOSS
COUNTRY: GERMANY

https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/product-design/231146/feel-the-view/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/digital-marketing/230554/project-revoice/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/impact/2019/impact/418/signs/


As technology expands the possibil-
ities of non-visual communication – 
from voice assistants to haptic expe-
riences – it opens up opportunities 
to create accessible activations. 

As the power of this tech continues to infiltrate our everyday lives, 
how can we be sure it works for as many people as possible, engages 
more than just one sense, and is accessible for all, regardless of who 
they are or where they come from?

At one end, we see voice technology being used 
to offer a more accessible experience for every-
one – for example Amazon and the NHS partner-
ing to bring Alexa to patients, or the BBC creating 
a voice assistant that understands more accents.

How might you look at the platforms 
you use and make something more 
accessible, regardless of ability, age 
or region?

But on a larger scale, accessi-
ble, sensorial activations need 
to play a bigger role in as many 
products, services, campaigns 
and activations as possible.

As experience becomes more impor-
tant, the use of sight, sound, touch, 
smell and taste all play a role. It is a 
proven fact that when children learn 
through experiences that explore multi-
ple senses, they remember it. Brands 
are finally cottoning onto the fact.

KATE STANNERS, 
CHIEF CREATIVE OFFICER, 
D&AD PRESIDENT

SAATCHI & SAATCHI

Voice is emerging as an important platform as people redis-
cover the oldest vehicle for storytelling. With Podcasts, Al-
exa and other voice activated technologies becoming more 
widely adopted, we are seeing how people are exploring the 
possibilities of audio. We have long understood the poten-
cy of sonic recognition for brands and how brand recall is 
multiplied when combined with a strong visual language, but 
we are now seeing sound being used to interpret complex 
visual landscapes and worlds.

2

It is really interesting to see 
how brands are beginning to 
recognise the power of all the 
senses, not just sight.

1

4

Touch is a sense that we are in-
creasingly aware of, and touch 
screen technology has reintro-
duced us to its power. We are 
seeing how technology is being 
used to find different ways to 
‘see’ through touch. These are 
powerful personal experiences 
that create lasting connections.

3



New Values of Creativity investigates the breaking 
down of barriers in the creative industries, look-
ing to build better systems and find solutions to 
global problems by diversifying skillsets, indus-

tries, people and ways of thinking.

The effects of political and so-
cial unrest of the past few years 
are still hanging over us. From 
political divisions and legislative 
uncertainty, to corruption and 
declining governmental interven-
tion, for many the impact govern-
ment can have – both locally and 
globally – is in decline.

75% OF PEOPLE TRUST 
THEIR EMPLOYER TO DO 
WHAT IS RIGHT, HIGHER 

THAN NGOS, BUSINESSES, 
MEDIA AND GOVERNMENT 

(EDELMAN, 2019).



There is a delicate balance to 
find between being a sustaining 
industry, doing what we do well, 
and taking sustainable actions.

““What can I do?” you’re thinking. “I’m just 
the Founder/CEO/CMO/CCO/CFO/MD/CD of 
a global advertising agency.” The answer is: 
you can do anything you want and you can 
shift mass behavior in a heartbeat…  One of 
the reasons we’ve got here is because you’ve 
been selling things to people that they don’t 
need… Imagine what would happen if you 
devoted those skills to something better.”

EXTRACT FROM EXTINCTION REBELLION'S LETTER TO THE 
CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

All this unrest is set against a far bigger challenge: 
the closing in of the climate crisis has seen a brave 
new world of brand activism and citizen action rise to 
change the conversation. With unlikely heroes such 
as Greta Thunberg and social movements like Ex-
tinction Rebellion, we see people uniting and work-
ing together to solve the bigger issues.

The creative industries play an important role in offer-
ing a voice to issues and righting wrongs – as shown 
by a direct marketing campaign that highlights waste 
coming from the luxury industry, a branding project 
that highlighted missing children in Pakistan, and a 
facial recognition app that challenges the political 
status quo by uncovering corruption.

But this is also matched by the realisation that we’re 
faced with an impossible question. The more we 
blindly create, generate, sell and manufacture the 
worse our predicament becomes.

This is highlighted by Extinction Rebellion’s letter to 
the Creative Industries. 

https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/direct/231590/i-am-trash/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/creativity-for-good/230151/truck-art-childfinder/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/digital-marketing/231312/corruption-detector/


Of course, it’s a challenge that as creatives and 
designers we have already started to answer with 
our clients. The war on single use plastic saw Mum-
bai host the first zero-waste Marathon, and global 
brands McDonald’s and Nestle have announced 
new green initiatives to cut down on plastic waste. 
Burger King even ditched its famous plastic toys and 
melted old ones. More drastic action came from the 
Sweden Fashion Council, who cancelled Stockholm 
Fashion Week in August 2019 amid concerns about 
the impact of high fashion on the environment. Glob-
al brands have also taken business-damaging action 
for the greater good, for example KLM, which is cam-
paigning for people to fly less, and US automakers 
including Ford, GM and Toyota who co-signed a let-
ter asking President Trump not to lower emissions 
standards in the US.

£“Creativity can save the day. It must. It 
is the main reason why it exists. I have no 
doubts about that. But I also believe that the 
creative industry has some ‘vices’ that must 
be taken care of. I am sure that there are 
many creatives who, when coming out with 
an idea, think "this could do well at [award] 
festivals" instead of asking themselves: “Can 
this do good? Period. Can this idea generate 
a deep and true change? Is it worth the time 
and money that will be invested in making it 
happen? Or are we fooling ourselves?””

JOAQUÍN CUBRIA, CHIEF CREATIVE OFFICER AT GUT

“Creativity is going to save 
the world, eventually. Good 
ideas are going to be the 
difference between not just 
operations–making money 
or not–but actually if there 
is going to be a planet for 
you to live on.”

PER PEDERSON, GLOBAL CREATIVE 
CHAIRMAN, GREY GROUP, SPEAKING AT 
D&AD FESTIVAL 2019

https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/6140607/Trump-GHG-CAFE-Letter-June-6-2019.pdf


This is all happening against a changing business landscape, 
which is seeing the creative industry model of just a few 
years ago being turned on its head. There’s been a reduction 
in holding companies and an increase in consultancies rec-
ognising the value of creative minds within their walls. Chal-
lenges have come for agencies big and small as clients move 
design teams in-house, and put an end to the retainer model.

Creative thinking and soft skills usual-
ly associated with the creative indus-
tries are being promoted outside of 
this space. The World Economic Forum 
found that for a range of businesses 
“proficiency in new technologies is only 
one part of the 2022 skills equation, 
however, as ‘human’ skills such as cre- 
ativity, originality and initiative, critical 
thinking, persuasion, and negotiation 
will likewise retain or increase their val-
ue.” This has been obvious for some 
time in the technology sector.

Pushing creative think-
ing produces risk tak-
ers and activists. Goog-
le’s famous ’20% rule’ 
gives employees a fifth 
of their working week 
to think of new ideas, 
whereas creatives have 
been less able or au-
thorised to take time 
and challenge norms.

“At Amazon we fail often and fail fast–we make lots 
of bets–we try to be big and bold. We try to solve 
problems that other companies can’t necessarily 
solve or people are afraid to take on. [The creative 
sectors] are in the place of risk litigation, not in 
the place of creativity. Creativity comes from every 
single discipline: we need different points of view, 
diversity of skill sets, age ranges – we need to quit 
siloing ourselves.”

JOANNA PEÑA – BICKLEY, HEAD OF DESIGN, INTERNET OF THINGS AT AMAZON

"The days when creative work 
was done by creative people in 
creative departments in agencies 
and studios are long gone. Creative 
practitioners have dispersed to all 
points of the business compass and 
previously left brain organisations 
are busy embracing creativity and 
acquiring creative capabilities. All of 
which demonstrates that creativity, 
craft and innovation have never 
been so important or so highly 
prized. These are exciting times." 

TIM LINDSAY – CHAIRMAN, D&AD

THE 2022 SKILLS EQUATION

PROFICIENCY 
IN NEW 

TECHNOLOGIES

PERSUASION & 
NEGOTIATION

CREATIVITY, 
ORIGINALITY & 

INITIATIVE

CRITICAL 
THINKING

https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-future-of-jobs-report-2018


VIVA LA VULVA

Visual euphemism reaches its peak in Libresse’s Viva 
La Vulva film, which uses everything from shells and fruit 
to hand puppets and oysters as stand ins for the vul-
va. The campaign was released in response to research 
that showed an increasing number of women interested 
in labiaplasty, and that celebrates female body parts, 
reminding viewers that there’s no one ‘right’ way to look.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: SOMESUCH
CLIENT: LIBRESSE
COUNTRY: UNITED KINGDOM

WAR CORRESPONDENT ON BREAST CANCER

Samsung and FECMA’s War Correspondents on Breast Can-
cer is a photo report that recognises and gives visibility to all 
those who fight daily against breast cancer. The project was 
captured through the eyes of Pulitzer Prize-winning Spanish 
war photojournalist Manu Brabo, who set out to expose the 
disease from a point of view never seen before. The report 
unites two different but similar worlds, through exhibitions of 
photographs, a documentary and a special book in the format 
of the photographer’s personal files.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: CHEIL SPAIN
CLIENT: SAMSUNG
COUNTRY: SPAIN

KEEP PUSHING FOR PROGRESS

When up-and-coming artist Baco Exu do Blues asked 
AKQA to help launch his second album, Bluesman, 
it wasn’t just about the music. Instead, AKQA 
turned it into a movement by creating an eight-min-
ute short film that challenged viewers’ unconscious 
racism, as well as showing provocative visuals that 
reinterpreted historic white dominant symbols. The 
film set out to create a social media-wide move-
ment of black individuals that dubbed themselves 
‘Bluesmen’, igniting debate on institutional racism, 
resignifying black culture and rocketing Baco from 
the rap underground and into the mainstream.

AGENCY: AKQA SÃO PAULO
CLIENT: BACO EXU DO BLUES
COUNTRY: BRAZIL

This year’s work shows a belief in the impact 
creative thinking can make, including changing 
attitudes for the better and fixing global issues. 
But it’s about having the courage or boldness 
to believe in an emerging, socially progressive 
idea and then finding the right balance between 
art and commercialism. By combining craft and 
creative execution it’s possible to amplify the 
message and achieve this with authenticity, 
rather than jumping on the bandwagon.

BLUESMAN VIEW PROJECT 

https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/direction/230187/viva-la-vulva/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/photography/231289/war-correspondent-on-breast-cancer/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/creativity-for-good/230135/bluesman/


DREAM CRAZY

Nike cast Colin Kaepernick, as well as Serena Williams and 
LeBron James, for its Dream Crazy campaign, which cele-
brates what can happen when people hold onto their big 
ambitions. The ads deliver a powerful message of hope, 
which is only emphasised by their choice of athletes – par-
ticularly Kaepernick, who drew controversy after refusing 
to stand during America’s national anthem, to raise aware-
ness of the country’s treatment of ethnic minorities. The 
ad voiced by Kaepernick provoked a strong response with 
sales surging just days after it aired.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: WIEDEN + KENNEDY
CLIENT: NIKE
COUNTRY: UNITED STATES

Some brands used a communication style that breaks the rules 
to make an impact, using unfiltered honesty to get people think-
ing. They have a laser-sharp focus on an issue and a clear way of 
saying it, even if it sounds counter intuitive. Stylistically these are 
simple, but the emotional impact of the copy or visuals allows the 
viewer to focus on the message.

This route can appear as virtue-signalling if a brand doesn’t con-
vey these values in other actions or lacks credibility to talk in a 
specific arena. The authenticity of a message can easily be called 
into question if a piece of work doesn’t land as it could or should.

READ MORE, LISTEN MORE

Droga5 and UNESCO made a plea for people to go beyond 
their bubble, in the Read More. Listen More. campaign, which 
brought the world’s leading news organisations together be- 
hind one message. Titles donated their own media space 
to encourage readers and listeners to support rival publica- 
tions, in celebration of quality journalism and free press. The 
campaign gained over 700m earned impressions in one day 
across over 87 countries and was trending on Twitter.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: DROGA5
CLIENT: UNESCO
COUNTRY: UNITED STATES

BILLIE

Razor brand Billie celebrated female 
body hair with a viral campaign that took 
a stance against the years of perfectly 
smooth, airbrushed legs relied upon by 
other brands. Monobrows and hairy arm-
pits are joyfully spotlighted in the advert, 
which also shows actual body hair being 
removed – earning Billie recognition for 
creating a landmark commercial that has 
helped to normalise female body hair and 
destigmatise conversation around it. 

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: BILLIE
CLIENT: BILLIE
COUNTRY: UNITED STATES

HAVE A SINGLE STANCE

https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/integrated/230791/nike-dream-crazy/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/direct/231555/read-more-listen-more/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/creativity-for-good/230129/project-body-hair/


EXPOSE THE PROCESS BEHIND 
THE CREATIVE SOLUTION

THE TRUTH IS WORTH IT

The New York Times shed light on the hard 
work and rigour that goes into journalism 
with The Truth Is Worth It, which delves into 
reporters’ and fact checkers’ work to explore 
what goes on behind-the-scenes of stories. 
Animated words constantly re-write them-
selves as headlines, with a backing track of 
clacking keys and phone calls, designed to 
immerse viewers in the story as it unravels.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: DROGA5
CLIENT: THE NEW YORK TIMES
COUNTRY: UNITED STATES

In order to marry the craft of 
the output with the purpose 
of the campaign, Sally-Ann 
Dale, Chief Creation Officer 
from Droga5, shares how this 
came to life through the ‘Truth 
Is Worth It’ campaign, and en-
suring the tone matched the 
power of the message.

SALLY-ANN DALE
CHIEF CREATIVE OFFICER

DROGA5

"As with any project, it’s easy to get in our 
own way but there are always key tenets that 
we rely on to keep us honest. First, casting 
is really critical when it comes to assembling 
the right team(s) internally and externally – 
when looking at partners. That’s also a pro-
cess in and of itself, but one that we perpet-
ually stress in our creative and production 
methodologies. We know when to trust a di-
rector, editor or developer’s point of view but 
also when it’s our job to step in and change 
something in order to make it better.

With The New York Times work, we 
wanted to ensure that the tone, 
look and feel of the campaign was 
authentic and true to the voice of 
the New York Times and the journal-
istic endeavours undertaken by its 
reporters to uncover the truth. The 
work would only be impactful if it re-
flected the brand in the correct man-
ner, so we assessed the craft output 
early on in terms of what would work 
best, both tonally and executionally.

2

1

To do this, we created a prototype in Second 
Child with some existing footage to map out 
the rhythm of the words appearing on-screen 
with the footage and to work out the cadence of 
the story arc and tone of the spot. Regardless, 
we always keep ourselves honest when making 
sure the final work answers the brief, and we’re 
relentless about the work until it does."

3

Another group of examples digs deeper 
beneath the finished creative outcome 
and execution, and lifts the lid on the cre-
ative process. Giving a glimpse into the 
work in progress democratises the crea-
tive process and invites others in.

While this might look unfinished on the 
surface, the quality of the craft and execu-
tion is still flawless, timely and shows the 
power and poise of creative excellence.

https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/film-advertising/230835/the-truth-is-worth-it/


UNITED CYCLING LAB & STORE

Opened in Denmark in 2018, United Cycling’s flagship store looks 
to mechanics and technology to create a bike shop interior that is 
both highly functional and visually striking. Designed by Johannes 
Torpe Studios, the aesthetic mirrors the engineering detail of the 
bike and repeats elements throughout the showroom, bike-fitting 
workshop, meeting rooms and café.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: JOHANNES TORPE STUDIOS
CLIENT: UNITED CYCLING
COUNTRY: DENMARK

BREAKING BALLET

In order to sell more tickets, Joburg Ballet 
had to appeal to a younger, more diverse au-
dience – despite many of them seeing ballet 
as irrelevant and old fashioned. Enter Break-
ing Ballet, a series of bitesize ballets inspired 
by the biggest stories online. These take the 
form of short films, which are seeded straight 
back into the trending conversations that 
inspired them. Joburg Ballet is now being 
talked about in places it never dreamed of, 
with ticket sales at an all-time high and audi-
ence age at an all-time low.

VIEW PROJECT 

AGENCY: TBWA HUNT 
CLIENT: JOBURG BALLET
COUNTRY: SOUTH AFRICA

UCL&S 0:26

UCL&S 0:09

UCL&S 0:07

NO.4 LOVE IS LOVE IN JOSI 0:53

NO.5 RAIN MUST FALL 0:28

https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/spatial-design/231123/united-cycling-lab-and-store/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2019/branded-content-entertainment/231291/breaking-ballet/


“We may not all be artistic, 
but we all create. Scientists 
like asking questions, artists 
like asking questions, they 
both like to experiment 
and try things, so from a 
very basic level of mindset, 
it’s very similar.”

DAN GOODS, VISUAL STRATEGIST AT NASA'S 
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY, SPEAKING 
AT D&AD FESTIVAL 2019

As creativity expands its reach 
and new players enter the busi-
ness, this doesn’t diminish its 
impact. There’s room for every-
one to create a change through 
creative problem-solving.

Creatives can be braver and step over the bounda-
ries of specific disciplines and skill sets. Emerging 
creatives are embracing the nature of the 4th in-
dustrial revolution (physical, digital and biological) 
and harnessing diverse talent for a new take on 
what constitutes a creative team. We also see other 
sectors harnessing the power of cross-disciplinary 
teams and bringing them together to solve future 
problems, such as urban planners, technologist and 
architects planning what cities will look like in 20 
years time as part of Oslo Architecture Triennale.

If what you’re creating fits 
into what is already there, 
then it’s not adding new val-
ue. Instead of embracing the 
existing norms, think about 
what you can do to step out-
side them, and build on what 
you already have in a positive 
way – even if it’s not perfect 
on your first attempt.



“For every brief that comes 
in from our client we 
respond with a sustainable 
brief. We respond with 
the brief that leads to a 
positive future for all, so 
the consumers can live, 
and make that the norm.”

“Get company politics and 
bullshit out of the way. 
Surround yourself with people 
as crazy as you about making 
things happen. On your team 
but also on the client’s side. The 
present is looking at individuals 
more than at organisations. 
And speak up. Always speak 
up openly. When you don’t you 
are creating space for politics.”

“Behind the trendy celebration of failure, 
the 'fail fast' mantra can be dangerous 
when it becomes a substitute to thinking. 
Because today, technology helps us 
develop plenty of things, very quickly, and 
forget them instantly, without taking the 
time to evaluate them, nor to put them 
into a strategic perspective."

“We're a big industry where we're contributing to all the indus-
tries and that equals overconsumption… I think it's a really 
tough gig... We’re at the end of other people's deliverables 
and we do a thing called marketing. Whether you like that 
word or not, other people have decided already what comes 
to the market and we're basically putting a nice sign on it… 
the decisions have already been made. It's really tough for 
us at the end of the process to tell clients to change their 
business.

"But I think there's loads of great stuff that the creative world 
can do. It just may not come from briefs from clients, it may 
be about initiatives that we have to. Start or join pro bono 
work or just kick off by ourselves. Like Do The Green thing or 
loads of other initiatives they're out there. So I think there's 
lots we can do. I think we're really brilliantly imaginative peo-
ple who can translate complex ideas and connect with con-
sumers, which is what needs to happen and I think we're real-
ly addicted to changing something. That's why we like finding 
alternatives and there's a system called consumption. We 
have to change that. So I think a huge job for us to do.”

“Authenticity is critical, especially when 
brands try to speak with one voice. You 
have to be feeling like your employees are 
going to be a part of whatever you're creat-
ing as much as your consumers. And if you 
use that as your lens, then it’s authentic. 
We believe that through sport, we have the 
power to change lives, and we stay within 
that lane. For us, that guides everything 
we do. There are so many things that we 
would love to get involved in and do. There 
are a lot of things in the news that con-
sumers care about – and we can follow 
the trends or follow the wind and end up 
getting involved in things that don't make 
sense. We have to stay true to what our 
brand belief is and what our employees 
feel most passionate about.”

“Break down the stupid processes that kill 
cre- ativity. Unleash creativity instead of man-
aging it.... There are 10 steps before they get 
to an idea, and then it takes 18 months be-
fore that idea turns into something. It’s just 
ridiculous... We have to have fewer people on 
projects: if you can’t share a taxi you’ve got 
too many people on a project. And if you have 
a process–I don’t care if it’s five steps, or 10 
or 12 steps–turn it into half.”

JOAQUÍN CUBRIA, CHIEF CREATIVE OFFICER AT GUT

ROB MCFAUL, CLIENT DIRECTOR AT 
MINDSHARE, SPEAKING AT 'D&AD: OUR 
TOUGHEST BRIEF YET' EVENT

NICOLE VOLLEBREGT,
SVP GLOBAL PURPOSE AT ADIDAS

GUILLAUME MARTIN, HEAD OF STRATEGY AT BETC

NARESH RAMCHANDANI, PARTNER, PENTAGRAM DESIGN AND 
FOUNDER, DO THE GREEN THING. SPEAKING AT 'D&AD: OUR 
TOUGHEST BRIEF YET' EVENT

PER PEDERSON, GLOBAL CREATIVE 
CHAIRMAN, GREY GROUP, SPEAKING AT 
D&AD FESTIVAL 2019



We hope you enjoyed diving into the key themes 
we’ve seen emerge from our awarded work. But this 
is only the beginning. While this report isn’t a crystal 
ball, it does offer a glimpse into the opportunities 
open to creative minds the world over and, we hope, 
offer inspiration for you.
 
But now the hard work starts. Over the next year we’ll
be interrogating these four big themes. We’ll explore 
what they mean for the problems, challenges, briefs, 
and brands you put your creative mind to. We’ll use 
them as inspiration to solve the problems we face 
as an industry, as individuals, and as a community. 

Repetition and Originality looked at the cycle of ho-
mogeneous narratives in culture. It questions how 
multiples of information and imagery can be 
considered creatively.
 
It’s all too easy to fit into the formulated, templated 
feed and remain comfortably in the echo chamber. 
To break through, take the opportunity to re-examine 
the contribution you make to the conversation – both 
past and present.

Redefining Representation explored the gradual shift 
in attitudes towards diversity and representation – 
and the role the creative industries can play in insti-
gating long-term change.
 
Be inspired by the award-winning work in this theme. 
See where you can prompt progress, create tools, 
and spark change that can readdress diversity an-
swering a deeper problem, and helping everyone 
change their final output.

Challenging Visual Bias confronted the creative in-
dustries’ obsession with the ‘visual-first’ approach. 
It demonstrates how creativity can be elevated to 
new heights when it touches all of our senses – and 
how that can offer us deeper, more meaningful con-
nections to our audiences.

As technology opens up opportunities to create en-
gaging products, campaigns, and interventions, think 
how all the senses can be engaged. From gaming 
to theatre, to online experiences and offline interac-
tions, tell a stronger story and immerse audiences. 
With this comes the opprtunity to open up every ex-
perience for as many people as possible – regard-
less of who they are or where they come from.

New Values of Creativity investigated the breaking 
down of barriers in the creative industries, looking 
to build better systems, and find solutions to global 
problems by diversifying skillsets, industries, people 
and ways of thinking.
 
Embrace the nature of the 4th Industrial Revolution 
by harnessing diverse talent for a new take on what 
constitutes a creative team, and harness the power 
of cross-disciplinary teams. See where creativity can 
be powerful and, instead of embracing the existing 
norms, think about what you can do to step outside 
them, and build what you already have in a positive 
way – even if it’s not perfect on your first attempt.

REPETITION + ORIGINALITY REDEFINING REPRESENTATION

YOU CAN START NOW BY THINKING WHAT THE FOUR THEMES MEAN TO YOU:

CHALLENGING VISUAL BIASNEW VALUES OF CREATIVITY

WANT MORE? LEARN TO TRANSFORM THESE 
INSIGHTS INTO IDEAS WITH OUR DEDICAT-
ED MASTERCLASS. BUILT SPECIFICALLY FOR 
TEAMS WITHIN AGENCY, BRANDS, OR ORGAN-
ISATIONS, THROUGH A ‘TRANSFORMING IN-
SIGHTS INTO IDEAS’ SESSION YOU’LL DELVE 
IN DEEP TO UNDERSTAND WHAT EACH TREND 
MEANS FOR YOUR SPECIFIC AUDIENCE, CLI-
ENTS OR BUSINESS CULTURE, AND LEARN 
HOW TO IMPLEMENT THE RESULTS.

FIND OUT MORE HERE 

EMAIL: MASTERCLASSES@DANDAD.ORG 
 

WWW.DANDAD.ORG

https://www.dandad.org/en/d-ad-masterclasses-creative-training-courses/

